Road traffic incidents analysis has shown that a third of them occurs without any conflict which indicates problems with road following. I n this paper a driving safety assistance system is introduced, whose aim is to prevent the driver drifting off or running off the road. The road following system is based on a frontal on-board monocular camera. I n order to get a high degree of reliability and robustness, an original combination of three different algorithms is performed. Low level results from the first two algorithms are used to compute a reliability indicator and to update a high level model through the third algorithm using Kalman filtering. Searching areas of the roadsides for the nex t image are also updated. Results obtained in the contex t of the ARCOS 1 French proj ect show the reliability, the robustness and the precision of this original association of three different algorithms in various situations, including roads with high curvature.
I ntr oduc ti on
More than 30% of road accidents are caused by road following issues. Two criteria can be enounced to qualify the driving consistency depending on the road configuration. The first one is the distance of the vehicle from its lane border and holds on straight lines. The second one is the geometric characteristics of the road related to the dynamic of the vehicle. It becomes preponderant in curves and supports to the need of an anticipated detection in front of the vehicle.
Based on those criteria, driving safety assistance consists in warning, suggesting or correcting the driver if he has not manifested the aim of a voluntary lane change or if his speed is not adapted with the road configuration. All these assistance modes rely on a system that is able to localiz e the vehicle with respect to the road and to model the shape of the road itself. This task is usually done through image processing using a frontal camera.
To be accepted by drivers, such a system must have a high degree of robustness and reliability . It must be able to deal with various meteorological conditions (day , night, sunny , rainy), various road profiles (straight lines, longitudinal or lateral curvatures), different lines configurations (continuous, dashed, way out) and also with occluded or degraded road markings.
Moreover the system must be able to know its operating state. This means that it has to automatically switch off when nothing is seen or when the detection is not enough confident. This is a point of great importance in any assistance system.
Vision systems aimed at detecting the road have been 1 Research Action for Secure Driving subj ected to investigations for many years [ 5] . Many different solutions were proposed in literature:
In [ 11] the road is assumed to be flat and straight. This model is the simplest one. But this approach is very restrictive and one can not use it on curved roads. Broggi and al. [ 3] proposed the so-called I nverse Perspective Mapping transform to remove the perspective effect. The lane markings are then quasi-vertical white lines and are extracted assuming a constant width. This method is efficient only in short distance and in a weak curvature road. Dean Pomerleau [ 9] uses a similar system and computes histograms to improve robustness. Tarel and al. [ 6] proposed a curve extractor from a set of line segments grouped in a decreasing order of their length. This method is robust to bad lighting conditions but is quite time consuming. Algorithmic redundancy is proposed in [ 8] through the use of two low level algorithms so to obtain a reliability indicator. However this method does not take into account a high level road model, which can lead to detection failures especially in the case of high curvature roads. Moreover the horiz on line is supposed to be constant. In [ 4] the yaw, roll and pitch are estimated but the road width is still assumed constant. However in practice, the road width generally varies.
In [ 1] an efficient model-driven approach taking the vehicle dynamics into account is proposed. However the feature extraction process is rough, the algorithm is recursive and can hence be computational exponential, and the system can hardly provide any reliability indicator about its operating state.
It seems to us that combining various systems could be of great interest. That is why we propose the parallel use of the model-driven approach proposed in [ 1] and the low level process introduced in [ 8] , in order to take advantage of each system. The resulting system is aimed at managing any kind of roads and situations, and providing a reliability indicator about its operating state. Principles of the three algorithms will be reminded and the original way in which they are combined will be described. Eventually results will be presented and show that the new detector is efficient in any situation. 
Algorithms Description
First an overview of low level algorithms is presented. More details can be found in [8] . Then their combination is described. Eventually the way in which coherence of data and vehicle localization is ensured [1] is explained. Focus is done on the link between low level and high level algorithms.
1 Low level detection

1. 1 Lateral consistent detection
The algorithm used for the lateral consistent detection consists in a simple low-level processing. It processes each scanning line independently. This algorithm can be divided into three main stages: (1) features extraction in the image that are likely to belong to a road marking; (2) matching of primitives between the left and right lane borders; and (3), tracking over time.
The feature extraction is aimed at obtaining the maximum number of features present on the lane-markings while largely reducing the number of outliers. With the frontal camera, the observed lane-marking width decreases linearly and reaches zero at the horizon line. Thus, the extractor computes intensity gradients of a value higher than a threshold 0 and then searches for a pair of positive and negative gradients within a range that depends on the current line of analysis, because of the perspective projection on the camera. Then the center of the pair is selected as feature.
The matching process selects, for each line of analysis, the couple of primitives that is more likely to describe the left and right borders; the chief criterion is the horizontal distance of the left and right features, which must be as close as possible to the width of the lane.
The tracking step computes the new positions of the left and right borders, and can manage non-continuous markings. Figure 1 (a) shows the result of this algorithm.
1. 2 Longitudinal consistent detection
The second low-level algorithm is divided in two parts: a lane marking features extractor and a robust road shape estimation based on M-estimators.
The lane marking features extractor is very similar to the one used for the lateral consistent detector presented in the previous section.
In the robust road shape estimation, we consider that the extracted features are noisy measurements of an underlying curve explicitly described by:
where is the parameters vector to be estimated, and
is the hyperbolic polynomial basis. The road shape estimation is based on the M-estimators theory. The use of the M-estimators leads to the well-known weighted least square algorithm that provides robust estimations [10] . Figure 1 (b) shows the result of this algorithm.
1. 3 Combining low level algorithms
Each low level algorithm has provided an output. For each line of analysis , the evaluated positions of the left i and right borders are available from both algorithms. If these positions, from each algorithm, are close to each other (horizontal distance less than a few pixels), the detection on the line is assumed to be reliable and the average position between the two algorithms is to be taken into account for the next process. Otherwise the line is rejected. The confidence value indicating the operating state of the system is given by the percentage of lines of analysis where the detection is assumed to be reliable for left and right borders and is summed up for the global reliability indicator (cf. fig. 1 (c) ). Training stage: This stage allows to compute the dependencies between the 3D parameters and image data while knowing the distribution probability of the 3D localization parameters defined by ( (0),
represents the mean value of 3D parameters and covariance matrix l their possible variations). These dependencies can be described by the distribution probability
) N X X C and will be used as a reference for 3D estimation and tracking stage (sections 2.3 and 2.4).
Parameters estimation
Once an estimation of the roadsides location for a given image is achieved (see 2.1.3), low level detection provides a vector
with its covariance matrix
is chosen as the average points from low level algorithms that have been classified as reliable and
, contained in the state vector
and its covariance matrix ( 1 ) k k X Moreover, the estimated pitch . C is used to update in a dynamic way the horizon line for low level algorithms (cf. fig. 1 ). This significantly increases the feature extractions steps (lane markings width and road width).
Results
Results are part of the ARCOS project. The camera used had a focal distance f = 6 mm and was placed on-board near the rearview mirror. Images were 1/4 PAL, 384 288 pixels. 150 horizontal scanning lines were chosen in the image corresponding to world lines between 3 m and 45 m from the vehicle by step of 30 cm and were used for low level detection. The model vector was composed of 18+6 parameters corresponding to 9 analysis zones for both left and right line. Initial values for the training stage were chosen in order to be able to deal with every type of road, including high curvature (cf. tab. 1).
C h Table 1 . Initial values for the training stage. Tests have demonstrated the robustness of the algorithm. More than 300 km have been covered to date. Figure 3 represents results on different difficult situations the system has successfully dealt width. In figures 3(a) and 3(b) it manages large occlusions. The reader can notice the low right reliability value (right cursor in white on the left graduation). On figures 3(c) and 3(d) the system is switching off as soon as there is no more road markings. In 3(e) a large curve ( h ) is followed by the system. Then in 3(f) it can be seen that the system handle well the so usual confusion with safety barrier. In 3(g) the system deals with a zebra road mark. In 3(h) the systems operates at night. Robustness of the system has been evaluated under different scenarios (day, night, sunny, rainy, highway, curved road, occlusions, imperfect road markings, etc.). Videos of various situations can be downloaded at: ftp://ftp.lcpc.fr/incoming/MVA/. The system has shown a really good behavior under all the tested situations. The system never returns erroneous results: it switch off when there is no correct result to return. The rest of the time the system operates well dealing with a large number of complex situations.
Conclusion
In this paper we introduced a lane detection system based on an on-board frontal camera for driving safety assistance. The originality relies on the parallel use of three different algorithms. The best of each one is developed whereas gaps are filled by the others. It results in a very robust system that can deal with almost all situations. A reliability indicator is provided to avoid reporting false detection which is crucial for the driver to be confident in the system and to be used safely for vehicle control. Results in real situations have demonstrated the robustness and efficiency of the system.
